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Honda changed the looks and upgraded many of the parts on the Xfrom the model. This makes
the model extremely rare, especially in this original unmolested condition. If you have ever
ridden an ATC you know how much fun they are to r. Runs and drives excellent everything
works Rarely being driven and when it is it's crawling through wooded property. I do not know
of anything on this bike that isn't operating or. This thing is the fastest three wheeler you will
ever ride I have never been beaten in a race. I'm selling it because I honestly have lost any
cajones I have left. I'm truly scared of it. I've done tones of work to it one thing you will notice is
that. This bike has been in the family for the last 30 years, and I have owned it for the last 10
years. When I was a child I "got to go for a rides" on the back of this bike with my uncle, yes
before people worried about everything and yes I wanted it ever since. Flash forward 15 years
my uncle sold this trike to me rough shape and I rebuilt it. Wanted old Honda x ,R or tacateThey
made them in and Cash paid Dead or alive Please have a picture and phone number. Selling my
atc x , clean atc for how old it's is and compared to most that are thrashed,this one is not. Bike
has been in my family since 87 and I have had it the last 12 years. Solid runner no mechanical
issues and rides great. Haven't used the bike much over the last few years, I've had my fun with
it. Cons it needs new front brake pads,hasn't been registered in a few years,seat started t. ATC
rolling frame was completely restored several years ago. The frame was powder coated The
engine is stock, non-smoker Reason for selling: I don't ride very often New DG pipeRolling
frame was completely. Unfortunately getting rid of my '85 Honda x due to bills. She runs and
shifts great! New rear rims and tires tires aren't the proper size though. Put in new clutch plates
and heavy duty chain on last year. Also put a new plastic tank on last year, due to rust in the
tank and not wanting to run an inline fuel filter. Also has the super scoops on. This one made
it's way here from Idaho. Now registered in CA until June Title in Hand. Runs good. Wheels have
some rock rash as shown in the pictures. For more info please call or text Original x. She runs
and looks great for 33 yrs old. Have original exhaust and seat cover and manuals. Original
plastics, tank, motor manifold bolts all there none broken or missing , toolkit box. Call or text
Mike three one one three. I am looking for to 79 ford bronco, or two door wagons up to , Riviera
bucket seat car, 66 to 69 chevy, gmc panel swb only. I can add cash plus I have many other for
trading items. I also have a. Wanted old Honda x They made them in and Cash paid Dead or
alive Please have a picture and phone number. All original, needs fuel tank cleaned, new
petcock and fuel line, oil change and it runs. Could run in a couple hours, could be fully
restored in a couple weekends. Been sitting in a corner of garage. Both run and ride. Both are
models. I'm the 2nd owner. Both were bought new by the same person. Both have new parts.
Dealing with a broke left foot at the moment so they must go. Also have a Honda r for sale or
trade. Open to trade Call or text. City: Decatur, IL. Posted: 2 months ago. City: Springfield, MO.
City: Delrio, TX. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Owensboro, KY. Posted: 4 months ago. City:
Jacksonville, FL. Price: Contact Us. City: Yuma, AZ. Posted: 1 year ago. City: Palm Springs, CA.
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Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search
results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts
faster. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Last one. Leave feedback about your eBay search
experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and
bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. When it was a new high-performance thumper nearly 30 years ago, the â€” Honda ATCX
was the biggest performance four-stroke three-wheeler around. It, like nearly all three-wheelers
of the time, was more of a serious sport machine for the trail than a racer. Very few restorations
make total sense financially. You could probably buy the same machine that someone already
completed, or something a lot newer for less money, but many of us like to relive our youth, and
for some that is priceless. This build is unusual since it was built with racing in mind. Annual
events like Trikefest in Laurel, Indiana, and the Imperial Invasion held in the Imperial Sand
Dunes have helped the three-wheeled community stay alive. All of the mods make the a better
performer for trails or the dunes as well. Obviously, starting a project with a complete machine
in good condition is the best plan, but we are talking about three-wheelers that are almost three

decades old. Killer Koatings in Independence, Kentucky, powdercoated the finished frame
Honda red. All Balls head tube, swingarm, and axle carrier bearings replaced the stock
bearings, providing a tight, wobble-free chassis. After testing, we switched to a weight fork oil
set at 5. Race Tech replaced the stock shock piston with its high-flow Gold Valve kit, and the
under-sprung stock spring was replaced with a Both ends received fresh fluid, and any worn
items were replaced. We paired it with the Supertrapp silencer that came on our X. CT Racing
has been building motors since three-wheeler days, so they know what works for these unique
machines. CT bored our cylinder 1mm and installed a compression LAPC piston, ported the
head, cut a five-angle valve job and sent our cam to Megacycle to be hard-faced and re-ground.
On eBay we found a new clutch assembly and a set of NOS center engine cases. The 38mm
carburetor is not only larger than the stock 32mm unit, it has an accelerator pump. With
increased horsepower and 4-inch-shorter tires, we needed to gear up. Sprocket Specialists is
one of the few companies producing sprockets for the X, and they will cut sprockets to fit your
needs. A Renthal R O-ring chain provides great strength and low maintenance. The
steel-braided lines enhance brake power and feel, while various line and fitment color options
let you customize the look of your machine. The These tires feature a harder rubber compound
than modern motocross tires, which helps them slide easily and last. They start life as a strong
DWT wheel. PRM has a line of aluminum hard parts for the X and other popular three-wheelers.
Their chassis skid plate features drain holes that allow water and mud to wash away. We
decided to run their Desert grab bar. Their body parts are thermoformed from TPO
polypropylene with a high-gloss cap sheet. We acquired a set of white plastic, including front
and rear fenders; Super Shrouds, which are larger than the stock tank shrouds; and a front
number plate. The shine and fender fitment on the X is on par with factory plastic. We were
relieved to find that Clarke Mfg. The tank mounted easily. The Clarke plastic tank is lighter and
easier on the knees than metal. Cosmic Quads used a new Hi-Flite Desert foam wrapped in a
custom seat cover it created for us. The foam makes the transition from sitting to standing
easier, while providing more room to hang off the side for corners. We had to modify our front
brake lever a little to work on the old X. The part of the brake lever that depresses the plunger
on the front-brake master cylinder is a little long, so we had to shorten it. You might forget that
you are on a machine from All of the other contact points yielded enhanced comfort and
control. There is more power off-idle, bolstered midrange that you need for pulling holeshots,
and a substantial boost in top-end power. While the top-end power is much more abundant, this
is still a midrange motor, so we never found ourselves just revving its guts out. We suspect that
this motor will last a good long time as long as the air filter and oil are kept clean. Breaking it
loose for slides and attacking big jumps comes much more effortlessly with this motor. Less
frame flex provides a better feeling of how the machine is reacting to the track, better
perception of how the suspension is behaving and has a small impact on enhancing control
when you are really pushing it. The Kenda front tire provided precise steering on any track
surface from chunky to hardpack. There may be better back tires for rock-hard tracks or muddy
trails, but the Scorpions are a great MX tire choice for trikes. In spite of their beadlocks and
reinforcing rings, OMF did a great job of keeping our rear wheels light, adding minimally to
rotating mass. Thanks to the Race Tech suspension, you can push the X a lot harder in the
rough stuff. The rear end performs better on bumps of all sizes. The fork enjoys good, small
bump absorption as well. On jumps the machine sticks landings, and it takes a considerably
bigger hit to bottom out either end. In rollers and widely spaced whoop sections, the
suspension is pretty phenomenal. The fork responds better to impacts, and the rear end
features a fluid movement, which keeps the rear end tracking and the wheels driving. Overall,
suspension balance is biased just a bit toward the front, which helps keep the rear end more
planted in braking bumps, where a three-wheeler can easily get in trouble. Missed the muddy
fun? Check out what happens at High Lifter Mud Nationals! Comments are closed, but
trackbacks and pingbacks are open. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Next Post Missed the muddy fun? You might also like More from
author. Prev Next. Follow Us dirtwheelsmag. Close this module. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
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Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Last one. Almost gone.
Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. Make Honda. Model ATC X. Rare Honda x
for sale! Motor runs and shifts out great Has upgraded supertrapp exhaust and wheel spacers.
New tires in the back. Needs a small part of the frame near the seat welded.. Needs a chain to
run I have a chain I can add to the sale, just needs to be cut down. Model FourTrax Recon. Every
craftsman knows that if you use the right tool for the job, life is a lot easier. But that s a secret
plenty of people forget when they re looking at utility ATVs. Its compact size helps you
maneuver through tighter trails some larger ATVs would struggle with. But we ve equipped this
two-wheel-drive workhorse with a specially designed a class engine, engineered for plenty of
low-rpm torque and power. And new for , we ve redesigned the reverse mechanism and parking
brake to make them easier to use and more intuitive. Turn a key, push a button, and you re off,
even in cold weather. A backup recoil starting system think lawn mower provides added
confidence. Steel Cargo Racks Front and rear steel cargo racks allow payloads of 33 and 66
pounds, respectively. Model FourTrax Rincon. Then there's the rest. And while the Rincon is a
beast when it comes to tackling To Do lists, this ATV is really a Sport-Utility machine at heart,
delivering smooth, powerful, class-leading performance no matter what the occasion, be it
hunting, trail blazing, or simply exploring. A revolutionary, ultra-smooth automotive-style
three-speed automatic transmission. The FourTrax Rincon. All work. All play. And nothing dull
about it. Important Safety InformationRecommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Honda
recommends that all ATV riders take a training course and read their owner's manual
thoroughly. Availability: September, A Baja-proven chassis. And a convenient electric starter for
quick starts out of the pit. Important Safety Information For highly experienced riders only; no
operator under age Innovations Handy, Dependable Electric Starter Electric-start system
features an electric starter that drives the clutch side of the crankshaft, providing superior
lubrication of starter gears while producing a narrow engine with a short, strong crankshaft.
Handlebar mounted, push-button electric start system the ultimate in convenience and
reliability. This results in very light throttle effort, smooth operation, crisp throttle response and
excellent rideability. Nikasil Cylinder Lining High-performance Nikasil cylinder lining is plated
directly to the aluminum cylinder wall. It s tough, smooth, lightweight and provides cooler and
quieter operation for extended engine life and higher engine performance. Twin-Sump
Lubrication Twin-sump lubrication system separates the oil supply for the crankshaft, piston
and valve train from the clutch and transmission. This ensures a cool supply of oil to the clutch,
eliminates clutch and transmission material contamination to the engine oil and reduces the
amount of circulating oil and the required size of the oil pump. Rear Disc Brake with Aluminum
Caliper mm rear disc and beefy single-piston caliper provide improved stopping power.
Aluminum brake calipers and brackets front and rear reduce weight. Nobody likes to get beat
up. And we're not talking about some playground bully we're talking about how some ATVs
treat you on a tough trail. All-day comfort. And in , we have Rubicon models with a wide range
of features so you can pick the one that's perfect for you. Every Rubicon uses the same class
engine-tough, proven and efficient. You get to choose between two transmission choices: a
rugged conventional-type ATV gearbox that makes the Rubicon the only manual-shift ATV with
Independent Rear Suspension on the market and our revolutionary automatic dual-clutch
transmission that's fast-shifting and features strong steel-gear internals. And about that IRS the
Rubicon's superior suspension engineering gives you the confidence you need to tackle tough

trails, while providing day-long ride comfort and excellent traction on uneven ground. There's
even a deluxe model that features red A-arms, springs and black-machined, cast aluminum
wheels. It makes your life way easier, especially when riding over ruts, rocks, logs or on side
hills. Rugged Styling The Rubicon's bodywork gives it a rugged appearance. But it does more
than just look good it s designed to help protect you from mud and other debris in the woods or
on the jobsite, and to shrug off dings and scrapes so it keeps looking good as long as you own
it. Important Safety Information: Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Model Atc
X. All parts included. Comes with and extra set of rims and tires. Absolutely no expense was
spared to revive this beast of a machine. Every last piece of hardware and part was fully
inspected, resurfaced, repaired, restored or replaced. Excluding the bent front shocks that still
work fine so I decided against replacing. As for the rest of the new parts I'll let the pictures do
the explaining. I honestly don't think there are many wheelers out there that have been built to
this quality with as much compassion. The only reason for selling is I have started another X
build, and I don't need two. The engine was rebuilt with all new gaskets, seals, bearings, and
High Comp piston. The carb is currently set for race fuel but I can include pump gas jets and
instructions on rejet, or I could set it up for pump gas prior to pickup "your call. In perhaps the
best condition available. If you have any questions please call Richard at I also check my email
regularly so feel free to contact me that way also. Trike is 30years old and in incredible
condition. All original plastics, tires, seat, rims, etc. Took the original plastic and tires off to
store and preserve them. Have after market parts in their place. Has the original hand grips still
on the factory bars. Nothing bent or broken. Frame is solid with no stress cracks and great fact.
It would be hard to find a dent in the factory skid plate. The rear grab bar isn't even bent. Engine
is just as clean having the same fact. Techs said they didn't have to adjust anything and
doubted the engine had more than 40 original hours on it. I had the carb gone through also
since it was there. All the lights and electrical work. I also have the original owners manual,
book is in in
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credible condition with the original 11 piece tool kit, a rare kit to be complete. I found the trike
in California where a collector had an airplane hanger with a dozen of similar ATC's he had been
storing for many years. I chose one of the most original out of the lot when he started selling
the collection off. I'm sure there are a few of these out there but they are not easy to find,
especially all original and not in a "Restored" condition. This is not a have to sell item or fire
sale. This is for the person who appreciates the barn find and not the bike you want to take to
the local mud hole. I have only used at the dunes to roll around a classic after a days ride on
other machines. Payson, AZ. Ridgefield, WA. Memphis, TN. Cripple Creek, CO. North Fork, CA.
Eau Gallie, FL. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda
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